
YES

<20 YES
YES

NO

NO
MODIFY

NA
5. Please list all exisiting posts and services 
funded in 20/21. 

6. Do you wish to 
continue these into 
21/22?  Please answer 
yes, no or modify. By 
modify, we mean any 
changes to the 
intervention that are 
within budget, including 
focus, staffing levels and 
deployment.  

7. If you answered 'Yes'   to question 
6, please explain how this post or 
service has prevented and/or 
reduced rough sleeping (word count: 
no more than 100 words per 
intervention)

8. If you answered 'No'  
to question 6, please 
explain why  (word 
count: no more than 
100 words per 
intervention)

9. If you answered 'modify' to question 6, 
please explain changes to this intervention  
(word count: no more than 100 words per 
intervention)

10. Cost (£) for 
9months, 1st July 
2021  to 31st March 
2022

11. How many 
people will this 
support?

12. Will this 
intervention target 
your priority group 
? (Those people 
who are repeat and 
long term rough 
sleepers) Yes/No

13a Please explain 
any uplift or any 
underspend from 
2020/21 

13b. Total 
Underspend (£) 
from 2020/21

14a. How many 
bed spaces will 
be funded (if 
Applicable)?

14b. What is the 
unit price for 
accommodation 
(if Applicable)?

14c. Please 
confirm Housing 
Benefit recovery 
has been factored 
in at 60% 
(Yes/No)

15a. How many 
staff (FTE) will 
be funded (if 
Applicable)?

Outcome 1a: Maximise 
the number of 
individuals identified as 
sleeping rough and 
ensure their needs are 
assessed (completed 
PHP).  

Outcome 1b: Increase 
in the number of 
known individuals with 
a tailored service offer.

Outcome 2a: Increase 
in the number of 
individuals supported 
through the RSI who 
sustain their tenancies 
beyond 6 months. 

Outcome 2b: Increase 
in the number of 
individuals identified as 
“at risk” prevented 
from rough sleeping. 

Rough Sleeper Coordinator MODIFY Listed as modifiy as  request a 10% uplift 
reflecting true cost of role. Coordination and 
performance management of  RSI services to 
ensure integrated and working  with other 
commisioned and non commisioned services in 
most efficient way to reduce rough sleeping and 
provide most appropriate route to long term 
accommodation solution. Monitoring of cohort 
to understand cause and journey to streets to 
help identify gaps in provison and to enhance 
rough sleeper service provision also support 
developement of recovery and prevention 
interventions. (BVSC)

All YES 10% uplift from 
previous year 
reflecting true cost 
and pressure 
provider under 
following C-19 
related loss of 
inocme from 
business activity

£0.00 NA NA NO 1.0 YES YES YES YES

Social Worker YES Part of multi-discplinary team 
working with Hospital Discharge and 
Health and Social Care on pathways 
for most entrenched and disengaged. 
Lead on MDT's. Role retained with 
BCC within ASC.

30.0 YES NA NA NO 1.0 YES YES YES YES

Community Nurse YES Part of multi-discplinary outreach 
team to ensure rough sleepers access 
appropriate health support on the 
street to deal with immediate issues 
and link to primary care and follow up 
health support once accomodated.

 25.0 YES Underspend due to 
match funding from 
CCG for post

NA NA NO 1.5 YES YES YES YES

Rapid Prescribing Service YES Outreach team working within 
hostels and closely with RSI and 
Trident outreach allowing quick 
access to appointments bypassing 
referral process (within 24 hours),  
and providing rapid on street 
prescribing via on street assessment 
and call to medic. Support to 
continue until settled into 
accommodation. Will form part of 
new enhanced PHE funded model, 
delivery via CGL.

100.0 YES NA NA NO 2.0 YES YES YES YES

Business Support YES Governing and Commissioning 
support across RSI and Housing First 
and providing link to Homeless PB, 
Rough Sleeper Action Group, Housing 
First Steering Group and WMCA Task 
force. Role split across Policy Officer 
and Contract 
Management/Procurement roles. To 
remain within BCC.

Support across all 
business 

NA NA NO 1.0 NA YES YES YES

Voluntary Sector Rough Sleeper Support MODIFY The Active Well Being Society (TAWS) will lead on 
coordination of food outreach to reduce 
duplication and waste and ensure the work 
supports all suffering food poverty by linking it 
to the Food Justice Network and recovery and 
prevention framework. Aim for street provision 
to be proportionate to need and support people 
transition into housing and away from street 
feeding dependancy. Will establish code of 
practice and standards for provision .                    
Additional support and training provison to 
community, faith and voluntary sector to 
emerging needs and easement of lockdown

Working with up to 
50 organsiations 
who provide 
support and food 
to the homeless. 
Size of sessions 
vary but upto 150 
people can attend 
some soup runs.

YES Initiative started 
late

NO 0.5 NA NA YES YES

Night Shelter Emergency Beds MODIFY To be re-named year round emergency access 
accommodation. The last year saw the power of 
being able to offer flexible, timely and 
appropriate offers of emergency accommodation 
in order to prevent or break into cycles of rough 
sleeping. The £55k+£20k of RSI 3 is insufficient 
for RSI 4, evidenced by the use of NSAP, Protect, 
Cold Weather and BCC funds for emergency 
accommodation.These funds and routes into 
emergency accommodation are utilised by rough 
sleeper outreach and by the Accommodation 
Officer post. Often a bespoke offer is required for 
the most vulnerable or entrenched rough 
sleepers. These funds will enable that bespoke 
offer and at a scale required to sustain progress 
made locally. (Trident Reach)

YES 1350 YES 0.0 YES YES YES YES

Dispersed Shelter Emergency Beds MODIFY To factor in the additional needs relating to 
winter and Covid-19, including extra 
accommodation access, self-contained provision 
(no night-shelter options) and potential ongoing 
needs of hospital discharge pathways. Providing 
flexible fund worked with via Accom Officer. As 
short-term and high rate of hotel/B&B potential 
low expectation of HB return. (Trident Reach)

1,800.0 YES 1800 YES 0.0 YES YES YES YES

Entrenched Peer Navigators YES Service working with most 
entrenched  rough sleepers who have 
been historically disengaged from 
support services, with several pre-
existing exclusions and refusals from 
support services and accommodation 
providers. Provided on street support 
engaging, building trust and 
confidence until ready to accept 
support and accommodation and 
continue support until settled into 
long term accommodation

50.0 YES NA NA NO 2.0 YES YES YES YES

Adult Navigators MODIFY To To continue with  one navigator post 
focussing on less entrenched and those with 
quicker move on into accommodation but  with 
degree of  support continuing until settled in 
long-term housing solution.  2nd. Navigator post 
converted to accommodation officer Currently 
funded via RSI 3 within the Emergency 
Accommodation heading. Role of coordinating, 
ensuring communication, visibility and access to 
the best range of accommodation options 
available, when required. This is a pivotable role 
in the interface between Outreach, advice, day 
centre, Streetlink referrals, flow onto the street 
and the accommodation available. The current 
quarter of provision has enabled 900 bed nights. 
(Trident Reach)

25 - adult 
navigator       
Accomodation 
Navigator Aprox 
900   - not unique 
clients                     

YES NO 2.0 YES YES YES YES

Personalisation Budget MODIFY Previously £10k p.a. attached to each Org with 
Navigator post. In 2020-21 with Protect and 
other funding streams this has been sufficient. 
However learning from Protect shows the power 
of personalisation, which if necessary can stretch 
to the extent of short term accommodation. On 
that basis look to increase the amount to £12.5 
p.a. per navigator with that being £9,375 for 9 
months (£500/person.) Costs added to each 
navigation service as suggested by Jason  

YES NA NA NO YES YES YES YES

HRA Link Officers YES Peripatetic Link officers working out 
of Hubs to provide HRA support and 
PHP completion for rough sleepers 
picked up and placed in Outreach 
Emergency provision and those 
identified in hospitals at risk of being  
discharged back onto the streets. 
Ongoing delivery by BCC

1,500.0 YES NA NA NO 2.0 YES YES YES YES

Prison Navigator YES As HRA Link officers providing 
support at Offenders Hub. Ongoing 
provision by BCC renamed as HRA 
Offender Link Officer

300.0 YES NA NA NO 1.0 YES YES YES YES

Young Persons Navigator YES Existing navigator supporting those 
young people who have been 
identified as long-term rough 
sleepers, have a strong trajectory to 
the streets and/or numerous tenancy 
breakdowns. As per over 25 Peer 
Navigators will provide support on 
street engaging, building trust and 
confidence until ready to accept 
support and accommodation and 
continue support until settled into 
long term accommodation and 
include social, wellbeing, education 
and employment support

25.0 YES NO 3.5 YES YES YES YES

YP Substance misuse Navigator MODIFY Navigator working alongside the other young 
person navigators focusing on those who may 
have substance support issues – providing health 
checks, care and reduction plans, relapse and 
overdose support and aftercare support group 
and EET development opportunities. Working 
closely with CGL on scripting when required. The 
second navigator will be more prevention and 
early intervention focused. This role will help 
young people who are in crisis and on the verge 
of homelessness and suffering with substance 
misuse and intervening as early as possible to 
provide them with sustainable solutions. This 
will include homelessness awareness courses, 
training for professionals and a whole family 
approach to support familiy members with their 
own coping strategies

50.0 YES Posts started late NO 2.0 YES YES YES YES

Total £0.00 3,880.0 £0.00 3150.0 £0.0 19.50

Total amount requested for existing 
interventions for 21/22 (sum of column 'F')

£0

Less any underspend (sum of column 'J') £0
Total cost £0

16. Which RSI objectives and outcomes does this support? 

4. Priority target group (repeat and long term rough sleeping): In total, 
how many people have been seen sleeping rough in two or more years 
out of the last three, or in two or more months out of the last 12?

Area name: Birmingham

Instructions: Please complete all fields in the table. Once you have completed this table, go to page 2. 

1. Will RSI 2021/22, alongside other local authority interventions, enable 
you to end rough sleeping in your area?

3. What is your local area target for rough sleeping this year, assuming all 
RSI 2021/22 interventions are funded in full?

2. Please explain your answer

As set out in the Local Authority delivery plan, the interventions set out for 2021/22 will be signicant contributors to end rough sleeping 
in the area. This is in the context of the local targets to reduce rough sleeping, see answer 3, and subject to conditions some of which can 

not be predicted at this time. Those conditions include the ongoing impact of Covid-19, the economic and social responses following 
Covid-19, the implications of Brexit, immigration and status of people from abroad. The interventions provide both prevention, crisis 

intervention and relief out of homelessness and have the capability of being instramental in achieving the overall goal.

As part of the Protect Programme, Birmingham City Council, working with partners, identified a core 'Target Protect Group' of 30 
individuals (October 2020). Across the partnership targetted work has been ongoing with this cohort - the outcomes of which are 

reported regularly via DELTA. In addition to the 30 there are a further 6 on the reserve list - a process recognising the fluid nature of 
presentation amongst the most vulnerable, chaotic and entrenched rough sleepers. These additional 6 are brought into the Protect 

Programme when capacity and need dictate. 



YES YES
NO NO

MODIFY NA

1. Please list all new interventions, e.g., posts and 
services, proposed for 21/22 

2. Please explain the need for 
this post or service  (Word 
count: no more than 100 words 
per intervention)

3. Please explain how this post or service 
will prevent and / or reduce rough 
sleeping (Word count: no more than 100 
words per intervention)

4. Cost (£) for 
9months, 1st 
July 2021  to 
31st March 
2022

5. How many 
people will this 
support?

6. Will this 
intervention 
target your 
priority group ? 
(Those people 
who are repeat 
and long term 
rough sleepers) 
Yes/No

7a. How many 
bed spaces will be 
funded (if 
applicable)?

7b. What is the 
unit price for 
accommodation (if 
applicable)? 

7c. Please confirm 
housing benefit 
recovery has been 
factored in at 60%  
Yes/No

8a. How many 
staff (FTE) will be 
funded (if 
applicable)?

8b. If any of these 
posts are only 
possible on a 
12month contract, 
please provide the 
cost, over and above 
the 9month cost 
stated in column F. 

9. When will this 
intervention 
begin?

Outcome 1a: Maximise 
the number of 
individuals identified as 
sleeping rough and 
ensure their needs are 
assessed (completed 
PHP).  

Outcome 1b: Increase 
in the number of 
known individuals with 
a tailored service offer.

Outcome 2a: Increase in 
the number of 
individuals supported 
through the RSI who 
sustain their tenancies 
beyond 6 months. 

Outcome 2b: Increase 
in the number of 
individuals identified as 
“at risk” prevented 
from rough sleeping. 

Night Shift Outreach

Funded this winter through 
WMCA and NSAP this has proven 
powerful and effective. 
Outreach consistently at night 
focus's attention on those 
bedded down, quickly identifies 
new arrivals, enables follow up 
to Streetlink notifications and 
provides a message of assurance 
that rough sleepers are not 
forgotton

Clarity on who is found at night bedded 
down without drawing away from daytime 
outreach help. Quick identification of new 
arrivals on street and diversion away. 
Capacity to cover whole city including 
Streetlink notifications with assurance to 
distinguish daytime begging and other 
activity from rough sleeping. Experience 
through winter shows average night 2-3 
contacts with new rough sleepers or with 
interventions available that can create 
change. Trident Reach. 

700.0 YES NA NA 2.8 ongoing seeking 
to maintain from 
established 
provision

YES YES YES YES

HRA Link Officers (People From Abroad)

Provided by BCC 2020-21 in 
response to 'everyone-in' and 
the level of demand in 
protecting people from abroad 
from Covid-19. With significant 
work to complete from this, and 
ongoing significant demand, a 
specialist housing resource is 
required. This role will work with 
colleagues in ASC, legal and 
charitable resources.

People from abroad present the most 
challenging factor in ending rough sleeping 
and having a clear pathway for all who do 
rough sleep. This resource is proven over 
the last year to focus knowledge, skills and 
opportunity on helping in such cases. BCC 
dealt with over 160 cases in the year as a 
result of 'everyone-in'. Preventing any of 
these returning to rough sleeping, and 
identifying and coordinating responses to 
further presentations requires a dedicated 
resource. Delivered by BCC and working 
along the pathway from rough sleepers 
through to settled accommodation.

50.0 YES 1.0 ongoing seeking 
to maintain from 
established 
provision

YES YES YES YES

Tenancy Rescue

Building on the experience of 
Tenancy Rescue which 
commenced under Protect 
Programme. This role recognises 
the commitment to moving 
vulnerable people into long-term 
accommodation, as reflected 
locally in Housing First. In a small 
number of cases existing support 
can fall short, crisis leading to 
abandonment and rough 
sleeping. Tenancy Rescue is able 
to step in with new energy, 
relationship and resources to 
prevent that crisis.

With a proven pilot period under Protect 
Programme, this provision intervenes at 
critical moments where secure 
accommodation is in crisis and the 
trajectory is back onto the streets to rough 
sleep. The rescue is to prevent rough 
sleeping and create a pathway back into 
sustainability. Cranstoun.

15.0 YES 1.0 ongoing seeking 
to maintain from 
established 
provision

YES YES YES YES

Sifa Fireside continuation of Protect

Protect has proven successful 
with identified individuals where 
other interventions have failed. 
Build on learning from this work 
in providing personalised 
support  for identified  
individuals who are rough 
sleeping; and extend this to 
individuals who are very 
vulnerable and at risk of rough 
sleeping as they come out of the 
Covid lockdown period

Open up the personalised support 
programme beyond entrenched / regular 
rough sleepers to people at risk of rough 
sleeping, because they are vulnerable and in 
unsuitable accommodation – people who 
may be coming in and out of TA/and non 
commissioned exempt – to be able to 
provide an effective support to help them 
find suitable and more sustainable solution 
and prevent rough sleeping. 

We still don’t know how things will look 
after the lockdown ends, as people are 
pretty much having to stay put at the 
moment, even where unhappy. As the 
weather gets warmer, they may be more at 
risk of falling into rough sleeping. 

Further, when people have choices and the 
chance to say what might work for them, 
they engage more – rather than being 
offered limited choices that they feel they 
can’t’ take up. 

6.0 YES NA NA 0.5 ongoing seeking 
to maintain from 
established 
provision

YES YES YES YES

Sifa Firesideproviding specialist support to 
unsettled status and NRPF

Specialsit immigration advice for people 
from abroad with uncertain status to assess 
and advice re scope for EUSS or late EUSS 
application or costs to return to country of 
origin

100.0 YES NA NA 0.5 YES YES YES YES

Befriending

Birmingham has successfully 
reduced rough sleeping numbers 
but challenge remains in finding 
ways to support them to settle 
and sustain the accommodation. 
A major cause for return to 
streets is boredom and not 
managing transition to housing. 
The Protect Programme has 
funded a befriending offer and 
engagement options to the 30 
Target rough sleepers. This has 
proven very valuable, and the 
take up has been strong. 
Activities including fitness, 
footfall, fishing, arts and crafts, 
gardening, as well as social 
befriending chats. This is aiding 
maintenance of accommodation 
through transition off the 
streets, and is a pathway to 
other outcomes including 
education, skills and 
employment. 

Lived experience befriender targeting those 
who benefit from lighter touch support to 
successfully make the transition into 
independent living covering 4 broad areas - 
practical, health/wellbeing, social and EET. 
The service would support the client to deal 
with practicalities around utility 
management, shopping and cooking, ensure 
benefits were in place, addressing conflict 
and ASB and exploring EET options. Help 
would be provided at key stage of 
resettlement and recovery and would be 
short term and tapered, linking up with 
other key services to reduce barriers and 
dependency and empower individuals to 
have increased resilience to deal with 
future issues themselves.
Activity sessions through Fitnniss will be 
user led and trauma informed and can take 
place on a one-to-one basis, in small groups 
with a transition into user-led and peer 
group activities as social networks form 
and personal skills develop. 

50.0 YES 3.0 ongoing seeking 
to maintain from 
established 
provision

YES YES YES YES

YMCA

Indicative proposal around doing 
as per Protect Programme for 
RSI 4. YMCA providing an 
accommodaiton site 7 miles to 
the SW of Birmingham city 
centre, offering an 
alternative/new area to rough 
sleepers. Newly refurbished 
accommodation with support on 
site. Experience through Protect 
Programme commissioning 
shows an effective offer when 
done with YMCA staff member 
who also follows through with 
support on site.

This brings 5 ring-fenced units into the RSI 
offer for rough sleepers. This is an 
additional geopraphical offer that is lacking 
generally, in good quality, supported 
accommodation. With the added benefit of 
outreach from YMCA and seemless support 
in the accommodation, along with a move-
on pathway provided by the YMCA, this is a 
positive extra component to RSI. Protect 
Programme has seen x 3 rough sleepers 
move in and engage with the opportunity in 
the 3 months of protect to date.

15.0 YES 5 at any one time 
catering for target 
of 15 individuals 
over the period

£96.67/wk at 60% 
recovery = £38.67

YES 1.0 In place, hope to 
maintain through 
Q1

YES YES YES YES

Rough Sleeper Coordinator BCC

From February 2020 BCC have 
funded a Strategic Lead on 
Rough Sleeping, with clear 
evidenced of success in 
leadership and focus. This post 
works in tandem with the 
existing BVSC Coordinator role. 
It is the intent of BCC to extend 
the Strategic role to all single 
homelessness, and so seek to 
backfill to enable that as well as 
further enhance coordination. It 
is envisaged the BCC role having 
a internal statory focus and the 
BVSC to the voluntary partners. 

The leadership of the Strategic role over 
rough sleeping has demonstrated the 
effectiveness of a clear role for BCC in 
heading up the partnership, coordinating 
efforts, and maintaining focus. With the 
Strategic role taking a wider brief, to 
include prevention, the role of coordination 
is to be enhanced. Birmingham has a broad 
range of statutory and voluntary partners 
and commissioning, all of which requires 
significant coordination to achieve best 
outcomes. This additional capacity will 
allow for that.

all YES NA NA NO 1.0 1st July 2021 YES YES YES YES

Outreach Social Workerer 

Required to fill  identified gap  
for additional social worker post 
via Ladywood team to work 
directly with outreach teams to 
support clients, especially with 
new Transition Centre going live 
in March. 

This will be an operational post with 
backing of Community Team, specialising in 
rough sleeper needs, bringing significant 
additional expertise and resources to the 
partnership

30.0 YES 1.0 01/04/2021 YES YES YES YES

Young Persons Navigators

Work alongside existing RSI  
Young People intervention to 
engage with those new to street 
or risk of rough sleeping and 
carry out risk assessments 
ensuring young person’s 
immediate safety. This is a 
succesful Year 3 intervention 
that was funded through 
previous underspen. and 
includes part-time supervisor 
post to support all St. Basils RSI 
funded navigators.

 Work to encourage and support young 
person to return home or to suitable 
alternative accommodation and be linked 
to appropriate services before they 
become entrenched. A crucial and existing 
service, which in 2020-21 had to be funded 
from reserves but now must be fully met by 
RSI. Crucial to low numbers of street of 16-
25's while working effectively with 
vulnerable and chaotic young people

50.0 YES 2.5 ongoing seeking 
to maintain from 
established 
provision

YES YES YES YES

Research Rough Sleeper Flow

While single night rough sleeping 
figures are reduced flow onto 
the street is significant. Around 
100 pcm during winter, 126 
SWEP individuals, 312 NRPF 
approaches in the year, and a 
high correlation with 'exempt 
supported' accommodation 
factors.

Research to be commissioned - scope and 
nature of flow, immediate and root causes, 
opportunities for prevention and relief 
interventions. With reference to parallel 
piece of work in Westminster, current 
'exempt supported' pilot, Share Outcomes 
hospital discharge pathway work, and 
Changing Futures young persons 
prevention. To inform current and future 
service delivery requirements for the city to 
prevent and relieve homelessness

all NO NA NA Jul-21 YES YES NO YES

Total £0.00 1016 0.0 £0 14.30 £0.0
Page 1 total (existing interventions) £0
Page 2 total (new interventions) £0.00
Total requested from RSI 2021/22 £0
Total plus additional staff costs, if requested £0

Area name:  Birmingham

Instructions: Please complete all fields in the table. Once you have finished, add the total from both pages. 

10. Which RSI objectives and outcomes does this support? 
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